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– Additionally, the executives are offered practical training,
“Back To The Floor”, to enable hazard-spotting and employee
engagement during tours of factory ﬂoor. Over 200 executives
have attended Back To The Floor since launch in May 2019.
– Managers at all levels attend the new “Airbus Environment
and Health and Safety Leadership Certiﬁcate”. This intensive
course has four modules, which, if completed within a certain
period, lead to an externally validated “Environment, Health
and SafetyCertiﬁcate”. Over 300 managers have attended the
Environment, Health and Safety Certiﬁcate ﬁrst modules since
launch in September 2019.

V. Future Outlook
The reinforcement of the health and safety organisation will be
pursued in 2020 to continuously enhance the health and safety
management system with the aim to sustainably reduce risk to
people, the environment and the business.

d. Inclusion & Diversity
The Company is convinced that diversity helps foster innovation,
collective performance and engagement. Harnessing everyone’s
unique potential while ensuring an inclusive workplace is what it
takes to succeed together. At Airbus, we live diversity as a core
part of our identity: Airbus is proud of its European roots and
passionate about its achievements around the world. More than
135 nationalities are represented and more than 20 languages
are spoken within the Company.
The Company’s approach to Inclusion & Diversity (“I&D”) takes
different forms including: I&D Advisory Board composed of Airbus
executives and facilitated by the Head of I&D, dedicated training
and awareness, internal incentives for international mobility,
initiatives to attract women, ﬂexible work-life solutions. In fact,
the Company strives to ensure I&D is embedded in all it does,
serves business purposes and beneﬁts all employees worldwide.
With full support of the entire HR function, I&D initiatives are run
and coordinated by a dedicated team of experts worldwide. The
Company’s efforts are supported by platforms for exchange
like “Knowing Me, Knowing You” and “Disability Community”.
The Company’s efforts towards more inclusion and diversity are
also supported by Employee Resource Groups (ERGs) through
Balance For Business, the federating platform of Airbus ERGs.
These are employee-led groups that foster a diverse, inclusive
workplace aligned with organisational mission, values, goals,
business practices and objectives. To date, this platform brings
together over 11,000 volunteers, followers and allies. It is a groupwide business focused platform seeking to harness everyone’s
potential in a more responsible, safe, inclusive and balanced
Airbus environment.
In line with its aspiration for a more diverse workplace, the
Company is working to increase the number of applications
from areas that are currently under-represented in its workforce,
including but not limited to women, nationalities, age groups,
disability and social backgrounds to ensure a broader range of
candidates for open positions.
In order to support recruitment of women in all areas, the Company
has entered into partnerships to increase the number of women
starting a career in the aeronautical industry – for example with
Capital Filles, Women in Aviation and IAWA. Internally, an I&D
network of over 4,000 employees work on how to attract, develop
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and retain diverse proﬁles, especially women, in the Company. In
parallel, the Company strives to increase the number of women
in leadership positions, including through dedicated coaching
and training such as “I Unleash My Potential” as well as by
ﬁghting stereotypes in internal conferences or workshops. In
terms of internationalisation of proﬁles, Airbus facilitates the
attraction of talents from around the world to Airbus’ traditional
home countries (France, Germany, Spain, the UK) through an
International Graduate Programme enabling talents from all
around the world to come and work on their development over
one year at Airbus sites in Europe. In addition, Airbus also put in
place several actions to boost mobility from other regions to the
home countries. In regards to differently-abled proﬁles, Airbus
has developed several partnerships to increase the number of
applications from people with disabilities, like “Atout pour tous”,
“Handisup” and “Handi Pro Conseil”. Airbus has created as well
the “Club Handilink” in France, a club composed by aeronautical
and aerospace companies to federate and foster best practices
sharing about disability inclusion.
Although the Company welcomes many forms of diversity, it
measures the evolution of the diversity of its workforce with
a speciﬁc focus on gender diversity, internationalisation and
disability with key KPIs such as: proportion of women promoted
to a position of senior manager or above, proportion of women
among white collar external hires, gender pay gap at all levels
between women and men, and the number of moves from the
key countries (including India, China, US) to the home countries
and disability employment rates.
The Company has launched several actions to embrace other
forms of diversity, including:
– reverse mentoring to connect all generations in the Company;
– accompany the creation of Employees Resource groups like
Pride@Airbus (LGBT+ network);
– develop a world-wide strategy together with local initiatives
towards disability, with several thousand differently abled
employees all around the world, that boosts best practices
sharing and awareness towards disability inclusion.
For example, promoting the people-centric approach, a speciﬁc
focus on the competences of and support to differently-abled
candidatures to boost their access to employment at Airbus.
This process was created at Airbus in France and thanks to
it, Airbus has succeeded in doubling its disability recruitment
objectives in 2019. Based on its success, Airbus is extending
this people-centric approach to other countries like Spain, and
business units, such as Airbus Defence & Space and Airbus
Helicopters in France.
Another example is the Airbus Ability Weeks campaign, a three
weeks world-wide awareness campaign in which Airbus hosts
many activities with the objective of challenging the way we
think about disability inclusion, promoting an “all concerned”
philosophy towards disability inclusion.
As far as the Airbus SE Board of Directors is concerned, the
Company is moving in the right direction with 3 women since
2017 compared to not a single woman on the Board in 2013.
For a description of the diversity policy of the Airbus SE Board
of Directors, see “— Corporate Governance — 4.1.1 Corporate
Governance Arrangements” under the heading “Board
of Directors” and “— Corporate Governance — 4.1.2 Dutch
Corporate Governance Code, ‘Comply or Explain’” under the
heading “Gender Diversity”.
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31 December 2019

31 December 2018

31 December 2017

Women in active workforce

18.0%

17.7%

17.5%

Women in management positions

13.1%

12.6%

12.4%

1

The reference to “management positions” in the ﬁgure above only applies to the top 4% of the active workforce.

e. Community Engagement
The Company recognises the importance of contributing to the
development of the communities where it operates. Airbus was
created by establishing a European partnership for a long-term
industrial project and this same spirit of cooperation drives
the development of the Company’s international footprint. Its
approach to community engagement is driven by the willingness
to develop a win-win cooperation with the local eco-system
and often materialises through partnerships with local NGOs,
institutions and other companies.

Economic and Social Impact
Air transport industry is a major contributor to global economic
prosperity: supporting a total of 65.5 million jobs globally, its
economic impact is valued in $2.7 trillion (equivalent to 3.6% of
world GDP). By facilitating tourism and world trade, it generates
economic growth and jobs, improves living standards, alleviates
poverty and increases revenues from taxes. But above all,
aviation enables connectivity, a key element to ensure
participation in a global economy, to encourage investments
and innovation and to attract talent.
Airbus has a signiﬁcant economic impact at a country level. In
the UK, the last report of the Oxford Economics estimated that
Airbus contributed £ 7.8 billion to the GDP, while its worldwide
activities were estimated to sustain 117,400 jobs in the UK,
counting 15,000 people directly employed by Airbus at UK
sites and supporting another 64,000 jobs through its supply
chain (in 2015).

Local Involvement
On a regional level, Airbus continued to support economic,
academic and institutional players to create the conditions
for long-term sustainability and innovation development. In
Toulouse, Airbus is the largest employer in the region with
26,000 direct employees and having created 80,000 indirect
jobs across the region in 2019. It also had a regional economic
impact with purchases from local suppliers totalling € 5 billion.
In 2019, Airbus worked with its stakeholders in the areas of:
– Artiﬁcial intelligence. Airbus supported the creation of the
Artiﬁcial and Natural Intelligence Toulouse Institute (ANITI).
It aims at making of Toulouse one of the world leaders on
the topic in research, education, innovation and economic
development.
– Urban mobility: Following a public survey, a new line of the
Toulouse metro was approved. All Airbus sites in Toulouse
will be served, which is expected to reduce trafﬁc in town.
– Quality of life: the Company works with its stakeholders
to decrease nuisances from airpor ts’ activities in
neighbourhoods.

Bringing industry and education together, the Airbus Global
University Partner Programme connects a network of 26
universities from 13 countries to develop the engineering
and technology specialists of the future. Sponsorships and
donations provided meaningful positive impact to communities
around the world. With its company-wide framework, the
Company’s local contributions are aligned with global strategy,
priorities and values, encouraging initiatives around:
– education and youth development;
– innovation & digitalisation;
– aerospace & defence community relationships;
– corporate citizenship and/or local community engagement;
– environment / sustainability.
In addition, Airbus is an active member in several industry
associations and national or international advocacy
organisations, such as GIFAS, World Economic Forum and
Advanced Robotics for Manufacturing – ARM institute.

Volunteering at Airbus
The Company encourages and facilitate employees’ initiatives
to contribute to societal challenges in the communities around
their workplaces.
In 2019, more than 5,000 Airbus employees were involved in
volunteering for 97 initiatives.
Airbus ProtoSpace, for example, supported by the Airbus
Foundation, established the “Humanity Lab” as an opportunity
for employees to volunteer their time, skills and knowledge
to develop initiatives with a societal purpose. Responding to
NGOs’ needs, over 90 employees have created solutions such
as dynamic prosthesis, an optimised wheelchair, or a portable
and durable baby weighing scales to tackle malnutrition in
developing countries.
“Airbus Balance for Business”, an employee platform with more
than 10,000 followers, covers outreach projects like “Fly with
me”, a mentorship programme of Airbus Africa Community to
raise awareness of STEM education in Africa.

The Airbus Foundation
Since its renewal in 2018 for a further ﬁve years, the Airbus
Foundation has signiﬁcantly ramped up activities across its
two strategic pillars: youth development and humanitarian
emergency response. With 38 partnerships in place with nonproﬁt and social enterprises, the Foundation seeks to undertake
sustainable and impactful actions for the communities it
supports.
The Foundation’s goal is to suppor t international aid
organisations, using its products and services to help alleviate
some of the world’s challenges. Through its Humanitarian
Flights Programme, the Foundation coordinates relief ﬂ ights
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